COMMUNITY AIDS REPORTING SYSTEM (CARS)
ACCOUNTING REPORTS MANUAL

CARS PROFILE ID: 560051

PROFILE NAME: ADRC DBS Prog Attny FED

DIVISION RESPONSIBLE: LTC

PROFILE TYPE: E – Sum Sufficient

CONTRACT TYPE: Other

REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE: 100.000

LIMITATIONS: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM: 560050

EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO: 560051

EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO: N/A

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER: 93.778

PROFILE DESCRIPTION: All eligible expenses for this program are to be reported on profile 560050. 36% of expenses will allocate to profile 560051 and be reimbursed through Federal Medicaid Administration Funding, this profile is sum sufficient. The split between profile 560051 and 560052 will be reviewed quarterly and revised as necessary based on the 100% time reporting average of the program attorneys.